Less weight, less size, more punch –
enter the bottlenecked .25NAA and .32NAA!
By DK Pridgen

My dictionary defines bottleneck as "a
condition or situation that retards or halts free
movement or progress." Years of troubleshooting
in the chemical industry, as well as surviving in
this unsure world for over five decades, has
taught me this definition is frequently too
optimistic!
However, every once in a while a
bottleneck turns out to be a good thing. Take, for
instance, a bottleneck, or two, wearing the letters
NAA. NAA, as in North American Arms.
Perhaps NAA decided things were going too
well-what with their stunning success in the tiny
revolver and the pocket pistol market-and
decided to create a bottleneck!

NAA bottlenecks back to back!

NAA's history is filled with successes.
First making the move from single action, rimfire
mini revolvers into the pocket pistol genre, with
their Guardian built around the .32ACP cartridge.
Realizing demand for Seecamp's .32ACP pistol
(Left to Right) .25NAA, .32NAA, and .380ACP
had resulted in a backorder situation-a market
NAA could utilize-they set out to produce a
similarly sized pistol. At the same time they corrected what many felt were shortcomings of the Seecamp being built around a single brand of ammunition, heel magazine catch, and intensive hand labor to produce. In
short order North American Arms was selling all the .32 Guardians they could make.
Next up came a slightly enlarged Guardian filled with .380ACP rounds. Again, a smashing success! A
melting pot of efforts by a number of the gun world's big names (Taurus, Kahr, Wolff Springs, and NAA, to

name a few), the .380 was as hot as the .32 version. It was pretty much
an overnight hit, and its popularity continued to soar. How does a
company follow up these two successes?
There seemed to be no way to add a larger cartridge to the mix,
eliminating that option. Adding a smaller .25ACP to the line seems a
step back, in light of the pistols already being sized like other .25ACPs,
but chambered for more potent calibers. That's when NAA decided to
throw a couple of bottlenecks into the process. Bottleneck cartridges,
that is. The .25NAA and .32NAA cartridges, to be exact.
Recoil of both bottleneck Guardians
is quite controllable.

Ammunition Details
Now, change just for the sake of change is usually not a positive
thing, no matter in what industry it occurs. Aware of that, NAA turned
to one of the best-known names in high-performance ammunition,
Cor-Bon, to produce bottlenecks offering improved performance, and
make the ammunition wearing the NAA moniker a rousing success. Of
course, that's just what Cor-Bon did!

Guardian pistols can have a variety of
sighting systems. (Left to Right)
Standard, Guttersnipe, and XS.

Starting with a .32ACP case (well, almost), Cor-Bon necked it
down to hold a 35-grain .25 caliber Hornady hollow-point bullet. The
case differs from the .32ACP by being slightly elongated and a true
rimless cartridge, not a semi-rimmed, as is the .32ACP. (This caliber is
the brainchild of JB Wood, well-known writer and firearms expert, who
did the groundwork.) My tests show this load squirts out of the 2.2-inch
barrel of the smaller Guardian at an average of 1257 feet per second
(fps), which is about 57 fps faster than the advertised rate. A quick
calculation of the energy resulting from this gives over 122 foot/pounds
(fpe).

The larger brother of the NAA bottleneck family is the .32 NAA. This .32 starts life as a .380 ACP case,
necked down to carry a 60-grain Hornady .32 caliber hollow-point. According to my PACT Chronograph the
muzzle velocity reaches 1245 fps ten feet from the 2.49-inch barrel. This translated to over 206 fpe of energy
from the .32NAA. The energy figures for the NAA bottlenecks are approaching those of their non-bottleneck
brethren.
The NAA bottleneck siblings are impressive when fired into
water. Bullet expansion is quite significant (Around 0.35 and 0.43 of
an inch, for the .25 and .32, respectively) with average weight retention
in the 90+% range for both loads. Not bad at all! I fired both cartridges
into sealed, one-gallon plastic water jugs, just to get some idea on how
they performed.
Yes, water jugs are not the same as ballistic gelatin or flesh.
Water jugs are, though, readily available and bullets removed from
them provide an indication of how well they might perform. If a bullet
won't expand in water, it sure won't in gelatin or flesh. Prior testing
indicates water usually exaggerates expansion by no more than 7%.
Note nicely sized triggerguard

As a control, I fired .32ACP and .380ACP +P rounds into the

water jugs. Both rounds penetrated one jug, stopping in a second. Next
up, the bottlenecks. With the first round touched off, a .32NAA, there
was an obvious difference. I was soaked! The .25NAA produced some
splash-back as well. Both cartridges penetrated one jug, ending in the
next.

Pocket holsters from Mitch Rosen
(bottom) and DeSantis work well
with the bottlenecked Guardians.

I positioned all muzzles about two feet from the front jug, hoping
bullets penetrating the first jug would be captured by succeeding jugs.
For the non-bottleneck cartridges, just fine, but for the NAA rounds just a
tad too close. Jugs struck by .32ACP and .380ACP were penetrated.
Those struck by the .25 and .32 NAA split, the .32 NAA's violently and
impressively. Looks like Cor-Bon and North American Arms have a
good idea here.
Bottleneck cartridges have another inherent positive point that
makes them very nice for a defensive handgun. With a correctly designed
feed system (magazine and magazine/feed ramp orientation), a bottleneck
case will be delivered directly to the chamber, a chamber appreciably
wider than the bullet entering it, which ensures reliable feeding time after
time. Both NAA rounds demonstrated this attribute.
Gun Details
Regardless of the caliber, all Guardians are essentially the same
dimensionally. The .380ACP/.32NAA Guardian family weighs 18.7
ounces, empty. Height and length run about 3.53 and 4.75 inches,
respectively, with a width near 0.93 of an inch. Reduce all of those
dimensions slightly for the .32ACP/.25 NAA family, which weigh in at
13.6 ounces.
Guardians come standard with a polished stainless steel slide and
a matte stainless frame (17-4 pH stainless for both). The slide wears fixed
integral front and rear sights, an external extractor, and a dual spring
recoil system.

Each Guardian arrives with a zipper
bag from DeSantis that can be
clipped to the belt

The stock frame has a surprisingly large triggerguard, given the
pistol's dimensions, housing a wide, smooth trigger. The trigger system
utilizes a drawbar, and is a true double-action-only system. (i.e., the
bobbed hammer rises and falls each time the trigger is pulled, even if
the slide does not cycle). Both pistols needed about 9 pounds of
pressure to accomplish this. Pebbled black polymer grips are secured to
Holsters
the frame with black slotted screws. On the right side of the frame, a
and
knurled button can be depressed to remove the slide. This is how the
Guardians
.25NAA arrived.
disappear
into one’s
pocket.

There is certainly nothing wrong with the standard
configuration on the .25NAA, but to show the custom shop's capability,
the .32NAA shipped with a few special touches. A set of XS sights with
a tritium insert in the front dot was installed on the slide, and snakeskin
patches added fore and aft for cocking the slide. The black pebbled
grips were secured with hex screws.

Both pistols arrived with two magazines. One with a flat base
plate, the other with a pinky rest. Included in each box are a special
trigger lock and nylon zipper bag from DeSantis. Complete with a metal
belt clip on the exterior and elastic pouches for a pistol and extra bag on
the inside, DeSantis' bag can be worn on a belt, or used as a gun rug.
Firing Line
Testing a pocket pistol is just a tad different than a full-size
1911. I drag the targets closer, down to 21 feet, 7 yards, before
Accuracy at 21 feet is more than
adequate for either Guardians.
beginning, a distance comparable to what this genre of pistols was
designed for. Groups hovered around 2 inches for both pistols. Not too
shabby! Of course, I can never resist taking a couple of pops at a 10- to 15-yard pepper popper. With NAA's
Guardians I'm almost always rewarded with a few tings from impact on the popper.
Shooting a pocket pistol chambered for a potent cartridge is
attention getting! Guardians chambered for .32ACP and .380ACP have
an appreciable amount of moderately snappy recoil, but it can be
handled: The NAA bottlenecks recoil about the same.
Headshots within the 21 feet are relatively easy. As distance
increases, torso shots become necessary. Torso hits are less effective for
pocket pistol calibers, which are intended for close up and personal.
I pulled a couple of pocket holsters out to use with the
bottleneck Guardians. Mitch Rosen's PSF is an excellent pocket holster
with all-leather construction. Suede covers the exterior of one side to
provide friction, keeping the holster in the pocket during the draw and
aiding in keeping the holster upright while carrying. A hook on the base
also allows one to push the holster off during the draw.
In the world of synthetics, the Nemesis from DeSantis qualifies
for a "Wow, wish I'd thought of that!" A waffle-like texture on the
Nemesis' exterior provides phenomenal adhesion inside the pocket,
insuring the pistol will be oriented correctly when needed and the
holster will not follow the pistol out. The Nemesis is lightweight and
thin (both good things) and fits both Guardians well. DeSantis scores
again!
Last Shot
I think North American Arms made a good decision throwing a bottleneck into the works! These
calibers are real performers with excellent expansion and penetration, and, of course, are packaged in the
excellent NAA Guardian package.
Which should you choose? For minimum weight and size (even if only slightly), pick the .25NAA
Guardian. Need a little more oomph to make you feel comfortable – the .32 NAA Guardian is the ticket.
Yes, sir, throw a bottleneck like these at me anytime!

Specifications: NAA Guardians
Caliber:

.25NAA

.32NAA

Barrel:

2.19 inches

2.49 inches

OA Length:

4.75 inches

4.75 inches

Width:

0.85 of an inch

0.93 of an inch

Height:

3.30 inches

3.53 inches

Weight:

13.6 ounces

18.7 ounces

Action

DAO, blowback

DAO, blowback

Material:

17-4pH Stainless Steel

17-4pH Stainless Steel

Capacity:

6+1

6+1

MSRP:

$409

$449
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